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Abstract

The rapid development of technology has a positive impact on the speed of data access for information for each company. PT Tiga Bintang Putera is a company engaged in heavy equipment rental and transportation services. The high interest of consumers in the construction services makes PT Tiga Bintang Putera really have to keep the consumer trust well by improving the skill for its employees so that the company's performance can run smoothly.

Giving bonus work is a right for employees who have good performance and loyalty to the company. And for now the company has difficulty in the process of giving bonus employees by using conventional calculations in the form of data attendance data and length of service

From the above process it is found the result of giving the bonus work by using Fuzzy Multi Criteria Decision Making then the employee obtained the comparative calculation results using the calculation dengna value of the company with the calculation value of the system obtained rank 10 of 30 test data obtained value with approach of 80%.
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